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A complete menu of Villa Venezia from WIRRAL covering all 14 courses and drinks can be found here on the
card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Villa Venezia:
we had a good family dinner here for 13. we were well looked around and that was generally good. I would go

back to the finals, but I wouldn't choose the meatballs again, but the rest of the dishes looked great. read more.
When the weather is pleasant you can also eat and drink outside, And into the accessible spaces also come

customers with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Villa Venezia:
Extremely disappointed. I ordered pork masala which cost £18 and that didn’t include a side dish. The food came
and I knew straight away that the pork was processed and the sauce came from a packet. The mushrooms in the

sauce were soggy and not fresh which meant that the sauce was mass produced. The chips were skinny and
could have only been cheap frozen ones. The meal cost almost £22 and for the price it was unaccep... read

more. Villa Venezia from WIRRAL is a suitable bar to have a beer after work, and hang out with friends, and
you can look forward to authentic Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and pasta. There are also exquisite

dishes available, typical for Europe, You shouldn't miss the opportunity to try the flavorful pizza, baked fresh in an
traditional manner.
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Süß� Dessert�
TIRAMISU

Starter� & Salad�
RISOTTO

Past� Zutate�
MEATBALLS

Mai� course�
RIBS

LASAGNA

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
PESTO

TRAVEL

SEAFOOD

ACEITUNAS

GARLIC

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
MUSSELS

PASTA

BREAD

FISH

PIZZA
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